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Preface
Many of the ideas for this book have morphed and evolved, been reconsidered, revised, and rewritten over the past four years. While preparing
my dissertation proposal, I originally thought to examine how Francis
Bacon’s call to cleanse the mind of its “idols” to establish a “dry light”
frustrated the project of metaphysical poetry. Through the insightful
guidance of my peers and mentors at Lehigh University, the best of
whom I could not distinguish between, I came to see the central tension in the narratives that emerged when reading the scientific treatises
of Bacon against the poetry of John Donne, Andrew Marvell, and John
Wilmot, the second Earl of Rochester.
In essence that is the focus of this book—the narratives that inform
how we conceptualize our relationship to the natural world. At the beginning of the seventeenth century, Bacon wrote about humanity’s recovering a lost inheritance. By adopting an empirical, inductive engagement
with the natural world, humanity, Bacon envisioned, could restore the
dominance over Nature that Adam once possessed. Humanity would
again become the prevailing character in its environmental story. Against
Bacon’s tale of scientific advancement and restoration there arose a counternarrative, one that saw the return to an Edenic relation with Nature
as beyond our ability. Furthermore, those writers who voiced this counternarrative warned against the hubris of the new scientific mind and the
potential danger of human disruption of the natural world.
Though this struggle over how humanity’s ecological future will be
written occurred four hundred years ago, the pivotal question of how to
achieve harmony between the human and more-than-human worlds still
motivates current “green” conversations. Will ecological salvation come
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with technological advancements that will lessen the burden we place on
the environment? Or must we appreciate that the new environmental
narrative will be coauthored with Nature? This book argues for the value
of turning to those who resisted Bacon’s scientific narrative to help us
write a new tale between humanity and Nature.
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